Thrive and Succeed with a PhD in Neuroscience

Bordeaux, november 7th, 2014 from 8:45 to 16:15

Confirmed speakers:

Academic researchers and lecturers:
Mario Carta - (CR2 - CNRS)
Alexandre Faveraux - (MCU - Université de Bordeaux)
Julien Dupuis - (CR2 - INSERM)

Nora Abrous - (DR2 – INSERM – CSS6 INSERM committee member)

Corporate researcher
Aurore Colomar-Masse - (UCB pharma)
Elsa Pioli - (Motac)
Magali Periquet (Genzyme a Sanofi company)
Clinical Research Assistant to be announced.

Public institutions officers
Cédric Lopez - (Administrative manager of IINS-UMR5297)
Claire Herzog - (Project Manager Labex BRAIN)

Corporate managers and officers
Jonathan Chetrit - (R&D Systems, sales manager France)
Nicolas Bonneau - (IMETRONIC - application manager)
Sarah Dubreucq - (Thales – business manager)
Claire Beauzu-Lange - (veterinary)
Matthieu Lafon - (Adoc talent management)
Susan Allison – (Scientific Editor – Nature Publishing Group)

Individual CV screening sessions (BRING YOUR CV)
Laurent Groc (DR CNRS)
Matthieu Lafon (Adoc Talent Management)

Venue: CGFB - Functional Genomics Center, University of Bordeaux
146 rue Léo Saignat, 33076 Bordeaux cedex

Organized by:
Etienne Herzog, Katalin Czondor, Peggy Vincent, Benjamin Compans, Jan Tonnesen, Sabine Fièvre, Jennifer Petersen, Juan Varela, Gael Barthet, Xander Houbaut, Julia Goncalves, Bastien Ribot.